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Thanks to the translators, the "God's Will and the Ocean" are translated (unofficially for studying 

purposes) in both Spanish and Portuguese! 

 

Follow the links on the HDH page! 

 

True Father spent many years in the United States and invested funds and effort in developing the Ocean 

Church and the marine industries. He stated that He created this foundation in the "North" to help the 

"South." 

 

The first forty years of my life until now was a time of tribulations, centering on the developed 

countries in the Northern Hemisphere, as well as centering on the land. That is why for twenty 

years I have been preparing for the oceanic civilization sphere in South America. I have been 

paving the way for the oceanic age to save all the countries within the tropical climate zone. That 

twenty-year course was to pave the path of tribulation. (277-131, 1996.4.7 The Pacific Rim 

Providence, Chapter 1, Section 1) 

 

Hopefully, humanity will cherish this book and True Parents' efforts for generations! 

 

Background 

 

There are many books and speeches that True Father left with us about Ocean 

 

Providence. For those that study Ocean Providence, the book "God's Will and the Ocean", a collection of 

speeches mainly spoken to American members from 1980 to 1986, can be argued to be THE primary text 

describing True Father's plans He laid out for the Ocean Providence. Especially, this text is a historical 

record of how He started the revolutionary concept of "OCEAN CHURCH" in 1980. 

 

"Ocean Church is not a random whim. I have a vision for America and Ocean Church plays an 

integral and important part in that. My mind is very deep. Everything that I do has a purpose 

which covers thousands of years. When Allen Hokanson gets in the New Hope and drives, he has 

a purpose, but when I take the New Hope out my purpose is much wider and greater." (September 

5th, 1982 - East Garden) 

 

 
(Photo showing the historical moment of establishing the Ocean Church on October 1st, 1980 at the 

Morning Garden.) 



 

 

 

True Father began the South American Providence and the second 40-year course of the unification 

movement in 1995 with the Sao Paulo Declaration. Since then, He had established marine hobby industry 

bases in Pantanal such as Jardim, Salobra, Porto Murtinho, Fuerte Olimpo, and Puerto Leda to establish 

the ideal society and have sought to globalize Ocean Providence by sending boats all around the world. 

 

Unfortunately, I cannot find any Spanish translation of the book "God's Will and the Ocean" in neither 

Spanish nor Portuguese. As we plan to re-establish the tradition of Ocean Church in South America and 

revitalize and continue the work True Father has started, the content of this book seems absolutely 

necessary. 

 

To begin the translation, I have spoken to Mrs. Rosi Dueck de Giuliano, who had translated the official 

Chambumo Gyeong to Spanish. She gracefully accepted the work and has begun to work with the 

translation with her daughter-in-law for a very small fee. I am very thankful for their help. 

 

 
Photo showing True Parents inspecting the fishes at Jardim in 1997. True Parents fished in Plata River 

and Miranda River in Jardim for about 7 years from 1995. 

 

 
Photo showing the two Good Go TE283 boats, representing Heavenly Fortune, arrived in Jardim in 

December 1997 
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Hoon Dok Hae Re: Ocean Providence 
Here we will collect True Father's Words (linRs) related to Ocean Providence that are 
essential for ardent students of Providence Ii Re yourself!! ~111~-:1:--a-. Pl i)G t< Please be aware that some of the contents here are unofficial translations 
and are only to be used for HOH / studying purposes. 
Please also note the some are links to other sites that host HOH materials. 

God's Will & the Ocean 
A collection of True Father's speeches from 1974-1986 about Ocean Church activities in the USA. 

English 

GO! 

Espanol 

Pacific Rim Providence 

Portugues 

This book wos published in 2005 and is a perfect reference for explaining the coming of the Era of the 

Pacific Rim and how to prepare for it. 

English 

GO! 

Espanol Portugues 

As a Peace-loving Global Citizen (Excerpts) 
True Father's Autobiography. Excerpts from the book where He touches upon Ocean Providence. 

English 

GO I 

Espanol 

Peace Message #16 

Portugues 

"A Providential View of the Pacific Rim Era in Light of God's Will - The United States and the Future 

Direction of the United Nations and the World" 

English 

GOI 

Espanol Portugues 

Chambumo Gyeong - Book 10 
"Preparing the Ideal Environment Centering on the Providence of the Ocean and Latin America" 

English 

GOI 

Espanol Portugues 

20th Anniversary of Ocean Providence in USA 
August 1st , 1994, Belvedere. NY 

English 

GO! 

Espanol Portugues 
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